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SPECTROGRAPHIC ORBITS FOR THE ECLIPSING SYSTEMS
V548 CYGXI, V805 AQUILAE AND V451 OPHIUCHI

By John F. Heard and Donald C. Morton*

Abstract

The orbital elements of these three eclipsing systems have already been published

in an abstract by Heard and Morton (1956). These elements are unchanged in the

present paper, but the observational data are here recorded in full, and the orbits

are discussed in detail. Photometric elements are available for all three systems from

the work of other authors. Thus, for the systems Y805 Aql and V451 Oph, which are

solved spectrographically for both stellar components, it has been possible to combine

spectrographic and photometric results to obtain absolute values of diameters,

masses and bolometric magnitude

V548 Cygni

This star. V548 Cygni, H.D. 189371, a (1900) 19 h 541
?6, 8 (1900)

+ 54°32/
, mpg 8.90-9.72, sp. A0, was once listed as an RR Lyrae

variable (see I.A.U., 1951). The late Professor A. Colacevich observed

it photoelectrically at Naples and recognized it as an Algol-type

system with a period of about 1.8 days. Fresa (1956) has analysed the

light curve resulting from the Naples observations and has determined

elements of the photometric orbit.

During 195-4 and 1955 thirty-six spectrograms of Y548 Cyg were

obtained here with dispersion 33 A./mm. The velocities from these

were used to obtain the spectrographic orbit. The spectral lines are

broad; on most of the plates only the hydrogen lines and X3933 of

Ca II and X4481 of Mg II were measurable. Lines of the secondary

spectrum were not seen with sufficient certainty for velocity measures.

The period reported by Fresa (1956), namely 1.805257 days, fitted

our observations well and was accepted for our solution. The other

elements were obtained first by the precompiled curves of R. K.

Young, and then were corrected by a computer method of least squares

reported by Heard and MacRae (1957). Table I lists the preliminary

and final elements along with the mean errors; Table II lists the

observed and computed velocities; figure 1 shows the velocity curve.

There is a contradiction between the value of co (94°) derived here

from the spectrographic data and the value, 316°, derived by Fresa

Mow at Princeton University Observatory.
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TABLE I

Orbital Elements for V548 Cyg

Element Preliminary Final

Period
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It we compute the time of the minima from our spectrographic

elements and then use Fresa's period (over about 600 cycles) to

compare these with his, we get:

For primary minimum, Fresa: J.D. 2434298.393

ours: J.D. 2434298.342

For secondary minimum, Fresa: J.D. 2434299.373

ours: J.D. 2434299.240

TABLE II

Radial Velocity Observations of V548 Cyg
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TABLE II

—

Continued
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As for the secondary component, the velocities were used only for

the purpose of determining the value of K 2 by least squares, the

other elements being regarded as fixed by the solution for the primary.

The preliminary and final elements are listed in Table III, the

velocity curves are shown in figure 2, and the observed and calculated

TABLE III

Orbital Elements for V805 Aql

Element Preliminary Final

Period

Eccentricity

Angle of periastron

Periastron passage

Velocity of the system

Semi-amplitude, primary

secondary

';
i
sin i, primary

a 2 sin i, secondary

P 2.408230 days (Fresa)

e
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velocities are listed in Table IV (in which the velocity of the primary

component is always listed first).

When we compute the expected time of eclipses from the spectro-

graphic orbit and compare them with Fresa's observed times (using

his period), we find no significant discordance.

FABLE IV

Radial Velocity Observations of V805 Aql
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All lines in the spectrum of both components are much broadened,

so that only the stronger lines (those of hydrogen, X3933 of Ca II

and A4481 of Mgll) could be measured, and only at phases near the

maxima of velocity could the double lines be resolved. The result is

that the velocity curves are not distinguishable from sine curves;

therefore the orbital eccentricity was taken as zero. (Colacevich,

1953, obtained e = 0.025 from the photometric orbit.) Furthermore,

the velocity observations over the whole 10 years of our observations

were well satisfied by Colacevich's period of 2.1965962 days; therefore

the period was not included in our solution. Likewise Colacevich's

epoch of primary eclipse, J.D. 2434165.499, was consistent with our

velocity observations, and we assumed the corresponding epoch of the

ascending node of the brighter component, namely J.D. 2434164.950

(or J.D. 2434237.438 as brought forward to the time of our observa-

tions). Therefore our least-squares solution was made for three

unknowns only, namely the velocity of the system and the two semi-

amplitudes of velocity. Table V gives preliminary and final elements

so derived.

1'ABLE V

Orbital Elements for V451 Oph

Element
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J.D 4237 4238

Figure 3.

Figure 3 shows the velocity curves, and Table VI lists the observed

and computed velocities, the primary component being listed first in

each case.

TABLE V]

Radial Velocity Observations of Y451 Oph
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TABLE VI

—

Continued
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Masses and Luminosities of Y805 Aql and \ 451 Oph

When a binary system has been solved both photometrically and as

a double-line spectrographic binary a rich harvest of information

about the separate components becomes available, i.e.,

(a) the inclination, i, being known from the photometric solution, the orbital

semi-axes, ai and a», may be determined from the spectrographic values of a t sin /and
ii-> sin i\

(b) thus, in turn, the sum of the masses may be computed, and, from the mass

ratio, the individual masses;

(c) the stellar radii being known (in terms of the total orbital semi-axis, aa + a«)

from the photometric solution, and d + a 2 being known from the spectrograph^

solutions, the stellar radii may be computed in absolute units;

(d) if the spectral type of the brighter component is known (and thus an effective

temperature may be assigned) and if the ratio of the luminosities of the two com-
ponents is known from the photometric solution, then it is possible, by an application

of the Stefan-Boltzmann theorem, to compute values of the effective temperature

(and thus spectral type) of the fainter component, and to assign the bolometrir

absolute magnitudes of both components.

For the two of these systems which show double lines, namely
Y805 Aql and V451 Oph, we have used our results along with those

of the photometric solutions to obtain the data referred to above.

These are given in Table VII in which the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to

the brighter and fainter components respectively, and the symbols

have the following meanings: m is the mass of the star; r is the radius;

TABLE VII

Physical Data for the Component Stars
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sp. is the spectral type, observed for the brighter component, computed

for the fainter; Te is the effective temperature either appropriate to the

observed type or computed from the Stefan-Boltzmann theorem in the

manner described by Plaut (1953); Mm is the bolometric absolute

magnitude computed in the manner of Plaut (1953); M is the ''reduced"

bolometric magnitude given by M = Mm + 2 log (7V5200) which

has been used by Petrie (1950) and Plaut (1953) in their discussions

of the mass-luminosity relation.

When plotted on either Petrie's (1950) or Plaut's (1953) mass-

luminosity diagram, the four values of mass and reduced bolometric

magnitude lie close to the median of the points.
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